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WELCOME TO THE IDEAL FAMILY! 

The IDEAL ENGLISH SCHOOL is  unique, in that it has  evolved out of a philosophy, an idea. It began 

in 2017 with the awareness that the true meaning of education is yet to be discovered. Inspired by 

great thinkers of the times, IES pioneered several educational childfriendly concepts ahead of time. 

Cognizant that the child today will apply his/her learning in a future that is 20 years away, IES ensures 

our faculty is trained to nurture the minds and hearts of the developing child. Today, more than 5 

years later, all of our innovations have found validation. Every educator and behaviourist 

unanimously holds these practices as essential to the growth of children.

 2017: Ideal English School (CBSE) 

 2016: Ideal Junior College (Science & Commerce)

 2015: Ideal  Eurokids (Pre school)

 2013: Konark Ideal College of Science & Commerce (B. Sc. IT, B.M.S, BAF)

 2007: Ideal College of Pharmacy & Research (B Pharm)

 2006: Ideal college of education (D.Ed.  Eng. Medium)

 2006: Ideal college of pharmacy (D. Pharm)

 1986 : Ideal English School (State Board)

To nurture young minds with Indian values

to compete global world

To develop highly competent and value driven

leaders to meet changes of globalization

VISION

MISSION



Namaste ….!

The sapling of “Ideal English School” was planted in the campus of Ideal College. After Diploma in 

Pharmacy [2006 The first technical college in the Kalyan]  B.Pharm [2008] and D.Ed. [2006] Degree 

College [2013]Pre School [2015] then Junior College [2016] there was great demand of good CBSE 

School of international level in the vicinity. I have started CBSE School with motto of “Global learning 

with INDIAN values….” where trained and experienced motherly teachers are striving hard to meet 

the excellence level of the students.

Ideal English School firmly believe that education is a tripartite process which draws equally from the 

students, teacher and the parents. The entire purpose of education is not to restrict itself to imparting 

bookish knowledge only but inculcate humanitarian values like wisdom, compassion, courage, 

humility, integrity and reliability in a student. Along with the academic excellence and vast sports 

opportunities, we provide our students with an exposure to the realities of the world. We sculpt them 

into competitive, empathetic, optimistic individuals who strive to succeed in every challenge they are 

faced with.

Education is the basis of all progress. It gives me immense pleasure that the school is progressing in all 

its endeavours towards the overall development of the students. The school has marched forward to 

spread the light of education and pave the path of excellence for every student. It is heartening to see 

the achievements of the students and the school's progress throughout the year.

I express my sincere gratitude to our parents who have shown a great trust in Ideal English School and 

will be strengthening the same by enhancing the quality education. We are a firm believer with our 

vision and hardworking team that will further strengthen the strong foundation for this school's 

development and take it to the new horizon of the success.

Hon. Shri Laxmikant S. Upadhyay

General Secretary 

Adarsh Shikshan Mandal.

HON. SHRI LAXMIKANT S. UPADHYAY
GENERAL SECRETARY 

Namaste ….!

Dear Parents,

Congratulations for your decision of choosing IDEAL English School for your ward. The aim of the 

school is to provide an allround education of intellectual promise for your wards with great Indian 

values.

Ideal is an ideology that can assure of excellent education because the sapling was planted with the 

motto of  Global Learning with INDIAN values....where the board of trustees has set the broad vision 

to take IDEAL at national level.

The implicit promise of The IDEAL School has always been a transformative education, rooted in the 

highest standards of academic excellence, nurtured by The Indian values, and enriched by the 

opportunity to learn in the best settings.

May you all continue to scale greater and insurmountable heights of excellence. I take this opportunity 

to thank all colleagues who strived hard to bring the school at prosperous level and will be showering 

their well wishes, also congratulate principal, staff, parents and students; every effort of the team is 

highly appreciated who has contributed towards making learning so meaningful.

Mr. Vijay L. Upadhyay 

Joint Secretary 

Adarsh Shikshan Mandal.

MR. VIJAY L. UPADHYAY 
JOINT SECRETARY, ADARSH SHIKSHAN MANDAL



Dear Parents

We the stakeholders of The Ideal School at Kalyan, believe that children are born with unique abilities 

that blossom when nurtured with love, trust, respect and commitment.        

In today's world where cultivation of the intellect is considered most important, we at Ideal English 

School strive to develop the heart alongside by providing real education. An education that teaches 

children to collaborate and create, experiment and innovate without any comparison with the other.

Our school would like to bring in the dimension of the whole human being by nurturing the mind, 

body and spirit. Our teachers are trained to provide an invigorating classroom environment where 

every learner can develop mental agility through independent thinking and reflection. Along with a 

robust Sports Program that is focused on building physical tenacity; lessons of wisdom are integrated 

into the curriculum to endow the spirit. Ideal English School aims to achieve its motto of creating 

leaders of tomorrow by nurturing on its soil global citizens who are truly concerned in bettering the 

lives of others around them.

Join us in this journey whilst we prepare our fledglings for the first flight. Let us see them soar heights 

with joy, curiosity and ambition in their hearts. We promise you that this relationship with us will be a 

worthwhile and unforgettable experience for each one of us.

Best Wishes,

S. Mukinda (Principal)

Ideal English School

S. MUKINDA 
(PRINCIPAL) IDEAL ENGLISH SCHOOL

What is Ideology?

Ideology in education refers to the beliefs, customs, culture and values that give direction to education 

in areas of the curriculum, such as economics, politics, moral and religious, knowledge and truth.

And YES we provide all.

We believe in five ideologies of educational philosophy will be observed including Nationalism, 

Ethnonationalism, Liberalism, Conservatism, and Marxism.

The ideology of a school reflects the educational system, it is therefore the responsibility of the 

institution to set up certain ideological aspects in order to keep the school a place to learn and preserve 

the value of knowledge. With respect to our system of education, IDEAL ENGLISH SCHOOL, one of 

the best schools in KALYAN EAST follows certain belief so that the process of learning will have a 

smooth flow and children will learn, and achieve certain moral values which are relevant to them.

Keeping up with its own ideology, IDEAL ENGLISH SCHOOL  believes that harmony is the essence of 

nature, which emanates life and energy making love visible. It is that love and spirit that manifest the 

efforts of students, staff, and the parents. We cherish the value of education with our own set of belief. 

Our school, which is one of the best school in Kalyan East encourage students to keep their place in the 

society as a responsible citizen. The school curriculum is carefully planned for children to have balance 

in education starting from standard I to X. Our mission is to create an enhanced partnership at home, 

society, and school, giving them all the necessary choices, students become lifelong learners.

We are committed to mutual respect and social responsibility, we develop intellectual curiosity and 

thirst for achievement in students. Here at Ideal English School, we create an environment where 

students are given the platform to explore and discover their skills both in education and extra 

curriculum activities. Ensuring your child's security in the learning field, Ideal English School strongly 

follow its ideologies to make learning a meaningful and effective journey.

IDEOLOGY OF IDEAL



 FACILITIES & INFRASTRUCTURE 

 The school campus is an architectural marvel in itself. Nestled in Bhal, Kalyan(E) the campus is spread 

over acres, away from the noise and pollution of the city and yet easily accessible, the location is indeed 

unique. The splendor of Mother Nature can be experienced in the school campus in the form of 

beautiful gardens dotted with innumerable ornate and colorful flowering plants. Pockets of lawns and 

gardens are placed with vast playgrounds, the favorite haunts of children. The ambience of the school 

promises to nurture each child's asthetic and create horizons. School campus is designed to nurture 

young minds and to allow creative freedom. Every corner of the school is specially designed to explore 

the imagination and expression for conducive learning. We have the following facilities when it comes 

to the school building  

 School building is equipped with CCTV cameras. 

 24× 7 Wi –Fi facility in school campus. 

 Our SMART classes are equipped with latest technology including LCD projectors and 

 interactive digital board system along with computers. 

 School has well equipped ultramodern Computer, Math and Science lab. 

 Our school has Counseling, Administrative, separate Primary and Upper Primary floors. 

 We have Dance studios, Music room , Sports room and AV hall. 

 Basketball court , Playground, Badminton and Skating area etc. 

 Proper arrangement of experience security guards. 

 Helpers/ Care takers to serve the basic needs of the students. 

 Sick room/ First Aid room to provide students with the primary treatment. 

SMART CLASSROOM SCIENCE LAB 

MATHS LAB 

LIBRARY 

COMPUTER LAB 

ROBOTICS & CODING

FINE ARTS 

TRANSPORTATION PLAYGROUND & B.B COURT

SAFE DRINKING
WATER



PlayGroup  1.8 to 3 years  At EuroKids, we understand that a PreSchool is a new experience, both 

for the child and the parents. And how entering a new environment filled with unfamiliar teachers 

causes both anxiety and anticipation. But you need not worry. We're right there with you and your 

child, while he/she takes the first, little baby steps into PreSchool. We will foster individual learning 

and child development at every age and stage through active, handson discovery and exploration, 

engaging them intellectually, physically, emotionally and socially.

Nursery  2.5 to 4 years  Our Nursery program, is a unique blend of essential skills like prereading, 

prewriting Science and social skills in a logical and natural sequence, encouraging children to learn 

one step at a time. Monthly themes, weekly topics, daily activities which include art, music, dramatic 

play and social interaction, help children to develop creative imagination and curiosity. Each of our 

Fun Rooms include special areas called Discovery Areas to help your child explore and learn in a fun & 

creative way. 

Science & Sensory Area  In this area, we help the child with handson exploration activities, where 

he/she learns about basic science concepts using simple materials and experiments. 

Creative Arts Area  Children express themselves imaginatively and build skills and confidence using 

tools and materials in this discovery area.

Blocks & Activity Area  Toddlers develop fine motor skills and coordination by sorting, grouping and 

balancing blocks. These activities also exercise their creative thinking and problem solving abilities, 

besides developing a strong conceptual foundation through handson learning experiences.

Dramatic Play Area  Here children explore language and develop social skills by playing and 

cooperating with each other, and acting out events from their daily lives and their vivid imagination.  

Childfriendly Ambience  Located in peaceful, upmarket locations, our Preschool provide an 

environment wherein children are safe, nurtured, loved and encouraged to learn. 

PRE PRIMARY SECTION



Cocurricular activities are designed to bring social skills, intellectual skills, moral values, personality 

progress and character appeal in students. In Ideal English School we allow your child to explore 

different areas of interest, increase selfconfidence and build leadership skills. Our Cocurricular 

activities basically focus on skill development, academic progress , broadens perspective and boost 

selfconfidence in your child. In our school we provide various cocurricular activities:

 Music

 Karate

 Dance

 Skating

 Abacus/Vedic Maths

 Yoga

COCURRICULAR ACTIVITY



Celebrations provide an opportunity to indulge in nonacademic activities, to bond and break the 

ice with each other. Celebrating events and festival in our school has become an integral part of 

learning and building a strong cultural belief. Celebrations bring students closer to each other's 

tradition, culture beliefs and develop respect as well as understand each other.

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS



ELOCUTION
COMPETITION

(ENGLISH)

ROPE SKIPPING 
COMPETITION

DISTRICT LEVEL

MARATHON 
WINNER

STATE LEVEL
ABACUS 

CHAMPIONSHIP

KALASPARSH 
DRAWING 

COMPETITION

BEST TEACHERS & 
STUDENTS AWARD

SPORTS WINNER

CCA WINNER

“Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly”

Achievements are the desire that we love to have for. It is associated with the targeted goals or aims 

in life. In Ideal English School we believe in overall growth and development of a child. So to 

retrieve this goal we rigorously work harder behind each and every child to achieve their dreams 

not only in Academic as well as Extracurricular fields too. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

OYLMPIAD 
WINNERS

SKATING 
CHAMPIONSHIP  

WINNERS

NATIONAL LEVEL 
KARATE 

CHAMPIONSHIP  
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AMENITY & SECURITY

SAFETY AND SECURITY 

1. Combining surveillance cameras with new technologies. 

2. Fence, Gate and appointed security personnel near the school entrance and exit gate.

3. Students must carry their ID card every day. 

4. Student's activities are monitored.

5. Restrict entry to unauthorized person.

6. Encouraged reporting of suspicious and unwanted incidents like bullying.

7. Installed a central security system.

9. Emergency exit is available in any kind of situation.


